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"Whether it was eight different people hitting threes, assists, transition - we did a lot of good things." The Trail Blazers
shot percent from the floor and an eye-popping percent from three-point range.

Re-signed with the Warriors on July 25, Became the second player in league history to win the Finals MVP
Award while averaging at least 35 points, eight rebounds and five assists in The Finals Michael Jordan in
Memphis, becoming the first player in Thunder franchise history to tally those numbers in a postseason game.
Made his NBA Finals debut in that game. Denver, including 16 points in the final frame. Lakers, scoring 24
points in 42 minutes. Entering , had never registered more than one game with five or more blocks in a single
season. Joined Michael Jordan , LeBron James and Dwyane Wade as the only players to tally a triple-double
in the All-Star Game, finishing with 21 points, 10 rebounds and 10 assists. Joined Curry, Chris Mullin and
Bernard King as the only Warriors ever to receive the monthly recognition his 14th career Player of the Month
award , averaging New Orleans after missing 19 games with a left knee injury, tallying a double-double with
16 points and a game-high 10 rebounds in 31 minutes, recording his 22nd double-double of the season.
Became the fourth player in NBA history to reach the point threshold in his first three games against his
former team, joining John Williamson vs. Pacers , Adrian Dantley vs. Lakers and Allen Iverson vs. Oklahoma
City, becoming the first Warrior to score 40 points on 16 shots or fewer in the Shot Clock Era since Dished
out five-straight assists in the third quarter, achieving his triple-double with 4: Toronto, the first time a
Warrior has ever tallied at least 20 points, 15 rebounds, five assists and five blocks in a game since blocks
were first recorded in Appeared in his seventh Christmas game and has averaged Shot a perfect of from the
free throw line, the most free throws made without a miss in a game on Christmas since Kobe Bryant hit of
from the line in Minnesota, becoming the first player in Warriors history to tally at least 25 points, 10
rebounds, five assists and five blocks in a game since blocks were first recorded in , per the Elias Sports
Bureau. Shot a perfect of from the free throw line. Became the 25th player in NBA history to reach the 3,point
mark in the postseason. Hit the go-ahead three-pointer with Cleveland, becoming the first player ever to tally
those figures in any postseason game since blocks and steals were first recorded in , per the Elias Sports
Bureau. Scored 23 points in the first half, a postseason-high for scoring in any half. San Antonio, finishing
with 34 points 20 in the second half Tallied five rebounds, four assists and four blocks in 39 minutes. Became
the first Warrior with at least 25 points and 10 rebounds in back-to-back playoff games since Nate Thurmond
in In that same time span, produced a double-double in a career-best seven games. Reached the point mark in
all 15 December games. Recorded two double-doubles both in the Western Conference Finals. New Orleans
after missing the first 17 games of the year to a right foot Jones fracture Scored 27 points with three rebounds
and two assists in 30 minutes in his return. Golden State, representing an Oklahoma City-era record for most
points scored in a game. Finished with a game-high tying 38 points, 10 rebounds and six assists in 35 minutes.
Chicago after only accomplishing the feat once previously. Memphis, becoming the first player in franchise
history to tally those numbers in a postseason game. Lakers in Game 4 of the Western Conference Semifinals.
Dallas in Game 1 of the First Round. Denver in Game 5 of the First Round, including 16 points in the final
frame. Denver in Game 4 of the First Round. Denver in Game 1 of the First Round. Boston, finishing that
game with 36 points. Lakers in Game 1 of the First Round, scoring 24 points and grabbing six rebounds in 42
minutes. At age 19 years and days, no player in the history of the NBA had scored as many points in a game at
a younger age. Shot 65 percent from the field, including 43 percent from three-point range. Born in
Washington, D. Traveled to India in the summer of , where he and 3, Indian children from the Reliance
Foundation Jr. Favorite food is crab legs Is a fan of the Washington Redskins Most admired Vince Carter as a
child Loves to play video games and shop for clothes Favorite motto, which his mentor and coach Taras
Brown recited when he was working out, is: Threw out ceremonial first pitch at a San Francisco Giants game
on September 16,
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The 9th fairway runs adjacent to the driving range. Player, between shots of a ball in play, approaches and hits a range
ball into the the driving www.nxgvision.comues to his ball in play, and finishes the hole.

DraftExpress May 24, , One point of emphasis for Green here is his ball-handling ability, which is showing
some strides and looked pretty good from what we can tell. He did a good job in most of the drills, making
few mistakes and showing good hand-eye coordination in the multiple ball drills. In the shooting drills, Green
surprisingly out-shot Foster with the uncontested, spot-up shots from NBA three-point range, hitting of When
it came to pull-up shots off the dribble in drills and all shots in scrimmages, Green instinctually reverted to his
usual form. In the scrimmages, Green really impressed, getting after it on both sides of the ball, while his hot
shooting extended over from the drills as well. He hit a plethora of spot-up and pull-up threes from college
three-point range, with a few from NBA three-point range as well. Many of the pull-up shots came when he
got some space coming around a high screen, but he also hit a few with a hand in his face and incorporated
crossovers, step-backs, and fade-aways into his shots, sometimes in combination, hitting quite a few high
difficulty shots off advanced moves. In the two scrimmages to 11, he took his man to the basket a handful of
times at most, with limited success. Green also looked good as a passer in the two-man game, mixing it up
with backdoor and alley-oop assists, making good reads throughout the scrimmages. On the defensive end,
Green really stood out, blanketing Foster the whole time, contesting all of his perimeter shots, and making a
few nice blocks with his length and timing in the lane. Interview with Danny Green: Danny, how did the
workout go today? How long have you been here working with Jerry? Back then, me, my brother, and a few
guys from our town used to work out of his backyard. How long have you been here working out since the
season ended? Have you ever worked out with anyone other than Jerry? Well down at college I workout with
my trainer and the managers. I feel like people have seen a little bit, but outside of the system at North
Carolina I think I can do a little more. Hopefully I can show all of that, so for the future I can make a living
out of it. Is there anything specific that you think you can show off in Orlando? I can block shots, rebound,
you know be that all-around guard, but no one really knows if I can handle the ball. I think I can show off my
athleticism, not right now because I have a bad ankle; but hopefully I can show strength, athleticism and the
ability to handle to ball a little bit. What are your feelings heading into Orlando? With the team that could
potentially be coming back to North Carolina next year, how much does the possibility of a championship play
into your decision to declare? Have you been getting any feedback at all from any teams yet? Nothing directly
to me. They talk to my coaches, my dad, and my AAU coach, so they know more about it than I do. I think
Cleveland, Washington and San Antonio were the other ones. Danny thanks a lot for talking to with us today.
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They are doing a good job from the three point line hitting on %. Sacramento as usual is playing poorly on defense
giving up % shooting and % from three. Kings are fourth worst in the defensive efficiency ratings allowing points per
possessions.

Jan 13, Lots of players would like to be able to increase their shooting range and become a good 3-point
shooter. We all know of examples of players, like Robert Horry, who are recruited to join teams mostly
because of their ability to make 3-point shots. Shooters with deep range have helped teams on every level win
championships. Here are three incredibly simple drills and concepts that can help any player extend their
shooting range and add to their scoring arsenal. Warm-Up Speed Jog but never walk through each of these
shots. This will help you work up a sweat. Start around five feet from the basket, and shoot until you make a
shot all-net before moving back one step. Repeat the process until you get all the way back to the 3-point line.
Continue shooting until you make an all-net 3-pointer. Initially, do this from the baseline and work your way
back to the 3-point line in the corner. Then do the other right or left baseline and finally go down the middle
and finish with a 3-pointer from the top of the key. Finally, do your normal stretching routine. Practice Speed
This next part of your practice shooting is best done with a rebounder and a passer. However, if shooting on
your own, simply pass to yourself, shoot, rebound and speed dribble back to the spot. You are now repeating
the process of working your way back, only this time going as fast as you think you can, then speeding up
your perception of what you think is going fast, and go even faster! Obviously this is great conditioning. There
are several kinds of footwork currently being used by good shooters. Ask your coach before deciding what do
to. Make one all-net shot of each of the following types of shots and work your way back from three distances:
Do both a catch-and-shoot and a shot off the dribble, moving left-right-center. As before, you must make an
all-net shot before progressing to the next type of shot and distance. Competitive Speed This is the most
important part of becoming a proficient shooter in actual games. Do this workout with defenders. Learning
this way will give you transference from practice to actual games. Have defenders close out on you sometimes
from closer than they will be in the game to try and steal the ball and block the shot. Want to become a
fearless shooter? Have the defender foul you on purpose. Make again not just take three shots like this during
every practice and you will become a more focused "in the zone" shooter. You probably will also get to the
free throw line in games and have a chance to make a 4-point play! Do only as many stages as you are
comfortable with. The warm-up stage alone will make anyone a better shooter and is essentially what many
great shooters in the NBA do a couple hours before every game. If it takes more than 15 shots to make an
all-net 3-pointer and you have to change your shot to get the basketball to reach the basket, then the 3-point
shot is out of your range -- for now. Your current and realistic range is where you can make two all-net shots
in 10 attempts or less. Just be patient with yourself and work on these drills and stay within your range and
you will soon gradually extend that range. These shots should be from where you would shoot within the flow
of your offense. I was fortunate to learn quite a bit about 3-point shooting while serving as assistant coach
with Craig Hodges. Increasing range and becoming proficient at 3-point shooting will not only help you have
more success now, it will also increase your chances to move to the next level. Look at what Pitino, Horry and
Hodges have accomplished.
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Dell hit 16 threes, including 13 of his last Granted, 16 wasn't enough to beat Stephen, but it was more than enough to
cause him to lose it as his dad starting lightning it up. Judging by the reactions from both Steph and the campers, Dell
won the contest even without hitting the most threes.

Philadelphia 76ers â€” [ edit ] Korver left with the 76ers in January Korver was selected with the 51st overall
pick in the NBA draft by the New Jersey Nets. Korver finished his rookie season averaging 4. Korver finished
the â€”05 season tied for the NBA league leader in three-pointers made with , which also marked a 76ers
franchise record. Korver finished the â€”10 season hitting Korver played in just 52 games for the Jazz in
â€”10, but his spot-on shooting surged after he finally returned fully healthy after the All-Star break, having
struggled with wrist and knee issues following surgeries to both in On July 13, , Korver signed with the
Chicago Bulls. The Bulls finished first in the Eastern Conference in , and advanced to the Conference Finals
where they were defeated by the Miami Heat 4â€”1. On March 10, , Korver arguably had his best game as a
Bull, recording 26 points, 7 rebounds and 6 assists in a â€”97 win over his former team, the Utah Jazz. He
finished second in the NBA in three-point percentage and fourth in three-point field goals made with He made
at least one three-pointer in his final 73 games of the season, the longest active streak in the NBA at the time, a
career-best and the fourth longest streak in league history Dana Barros 89, Michael Adams 79, Dennis Scott
In addition, his made threes was the fourth-best single season total in franchise history. On December 6, ,
Korver passed the NBA record for most consecutive games with a made three-pointer 90 originally set by
Dana Barros This gave him 49 consecutive made free-throws on the season to set a new Hawks franchise
record. At 33 years and 11 months old, he became the fourth-oldest first-time All-Star. The injury ended a
streak of 51 consecutive games with a three-pointer by Korver, who missed both of his shots from behind the
arc. The following day, he was ruled out for the rest of the playoffs. In four games between December
23â€”29, Korver shot 5-of from the field and a woeful 2-of from three-point range. The win gave the Hawks a
13â€”13 record after 26 games; they began the season 9â€”2. On January 13, he scored 18 points off the bench
to help the Cavaliers defeat the Sacramento Kings â€” He subsequently passed Jason Kidd 1, for seventh on
the all-time three-pointers made list. There they faced the Golden State Warriors and were defeated in five
games. On July 12, , Korver re-signed with the Cavaliers. He made 7 of 13 from 3-point range and finished
two points from matching his career high of Korver went games between point games, marking the longest
stretch between point games in NBA history. On October 30, , in a â€” win over the Atlanta Hawks, Korver
reached 11, career points.
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Hitting at a higher rate from three-point range is a major focus for Coleman moving forward, but after one season, he's
on track to become a really good point guard next season.

Has appeared in NBA regular season games starts during his nine-year career and has averaged 8. Walter
Kennedy Citizenship Awardâ€¦has scored in double figures on occasions, including 23 games with at least 20
points and one point effortâ€¦his career high for consecutive double-figure scoring games is seven Jan.
Appeared in 77 games two starts for the HEAT and averaged Atlanta to tie the franchise record for threes in a
quarter and matched it with six treys in the fourth quarter of the season finale vs. Milwaukeeâ€¦grabbed a
career-high eight defensive rebounds on Jan. Appeared in 62 games 13 starts for the HEAT and averaged
Golden State on Jan. Milwaukeeâ€¦handed out his th career assist on Dec. Started 41 of the 76 games in which
he appeared for the Brooklyn Nets and averaged 7. Boston due to a migraine and one game Mar. Milwaukee
due to an upper respiratory issueâ€¦was the recipient of the J. Appeared in 65 games 36 starts for the Los
Angeles Lakers and averaged Saw action in 45 games one start for the Dallas Mavericks and averaged 3. Split
the season between the Memphis Grizzlies and Cleveland Cavaliers and averaged 7. Appeared in 51 games
four starts for the Minnesota Timberwolves and averaged 6. Saw action in 62 games eight starts with the
Timberwolves and averaged 6. Appeared in 76 games one start for Minnesota and averaged 6. Golden State
with an upper respiratory infectionâ€¦was a healthy scratch on the inactive list three times and was a DNP-CD
twiceâ€¦set a single-season career high in offensive reboundsâ€¦was fourth on the team in both three-point
field goals made and attemptedâ€¦led the team in scoring and assists two times eachâ€¦scored in double figures
17 timesâ€¦made his first career start on Nov. Philadelphia and averaged 7. Came off the bench in both
postseason games in which he appeared for the Mavericks in their Opening Round series vs. Was the recipient
of the J. Walter Kennedy Citizenship Award. Ferguson High School in Miami on Sept.
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Mavericks enter play on a two game win streak. They are an efficient offensive team averaging points per
possessions which is better than Atlanta. Hawks are to start the season and are playing poor defensively
allowing Hawks are giving big minutes to young players and that results to poor defensive play. Play Dallas
Mavericks Knicks have been competitive to start the season with three point spread covers and a push. They
do hold opponents to Miami is on the year. Heat is a poor shooting team hitting on Knicks are more efficient
offense than Miami as the team is averaging points per possessions. Toronto is off to a good start with a mark
of They have been solid at home with double digit victories in all home games with an notable 12 point
victory to Boston. Raptors playing well on both ends of the court. Team is shooting They are limiting
opponents to Raptors are number three in the efficiency ratings and are averaging points per possessions. Play
Toronto Raptors Rockets return home after splitting a two game series in LA at the Clippers and Lakers. They
lost on the back end of a back to back to the Clippers. Rockets are connecting on Utah hits the road after
dropping back to back home games to the Warriors and then with two days rest lose to the Grizzlies. Play
Houston Rockets Spurs are off to a record. In their lone home game it was the Spurs beating Minnesota
Pacers are overall but on the road with losses at Milwaukee and Minnesota. On the road the Pacers are
shooting only Spurs are number two in the NBA in offensive efficiency and the Pacers struggle shooting on
the road. Play San Antonio Spurs Tough spot for the 76ers as they are on the back end of a back to back after
an overtime defeat at Milwaukee. Have to be concerned about the minutes distributed to Embiid in a back to
back. Philadelphia is on the road. Bucks are on the season and play with rest. Bucks are seventh in the NBA in
offensive efficiency and will push a fast pace in this spot. Play Milwaukee Bucks Lakers are after a home
overtime defeat to San Antonio. Lakers are defending poorly to start the season allowing LA is fifth worse in
the NBA in the defensive efficiency ratings allowing Devin Booker will be a difficult defend for the Lakers as
the speedy point guard will penetrate the Lakers defense. Memphis is healthy and not the tanking team we saw
last year. Grizzlies are on a two game win streak after an 8 point win at Utah. They are doing a good job from
the three point line hitting on Sacramento as usual is playing poorly on defense giving up Kings are fourth
worst in the defensive efficiency ratings allowing points per possessions. Memphis is fifth best in defensive
efficiency. Play Memphis Grizzlies Washington has been competitive with all three games decided by four
points or fewer. Golden St is but because their point spreads are inflated has failed to cover the spread in three
of those four games. Warriors regular season motivation to blowout teams is going to be a concern all year.
Wizards are playing at a faster pace averaging 2. Included are Best Bets, Parlays and Halftime winners for this
week free of charge. To unsubscribe, text STOP to For help text HELP anytime. Your privacy is always
protected and your information will not be shared.
Chapter 7 : Kyle Korver - Wikipedia
Lots of players would like to be able to increase their shooting range and become a good 3-point shooter. We all know of
examples of players, like Robert Horry, who are recruited to join teams mostly because of their ability to make 3-point
shots.
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Proving he was more than your average shooter he would also place in the top ten in three point percentage 7 times,
hitting a personal best % in the season and leading the league in the with a %.
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Villanova made 18 of its 40 attempts from long range, led by Eric Paschall and Jalen Brunson, to dispatch Kansas and
set up a chance for its second national title in three seasons.
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